
2 End Caps are included with each holder.

06-5585-B
Square Replacement 
End Caps 
Black 

Color Options Profile End Caps

black anodized 
aluminum 

clear anodized 
aluminum 

shown actual size

A bolder look 
for our popular
AnoGotcha.
Combines the AnoGotcha’s ease-of-use with a 
wider, more substantial profile. The 1-3/8” tall
AnoGotcha Plus fully covers the Gotcha® insert, 
giving your graphic a bolder look.

• A wider profile 
to complement your 
larger graphics.

• Compatible with 
our most popular 
hanging options.

• Sturdy and lightweight.

www.rosedisplays.com

AnoGotchaTMPlus

12AG500SQ 
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06-6067
Wall Mounting Hanger 
Galvanized steel. 1 screw
and 2 nails are included
for mounting �exibility

06-5050
Cable Clip 
Black or clear 

1UP-0101
MultiClip 
Black or clear 

 

20-0038
Window Mounts 
Clear with black
or clear cap

06-SC150H
Suction Cup 
Clear with nickel 
plated steel hook 

06-6068
Slatwall Hanger 
Galvanized steel 

Suction cups are not recommended for use with heavier AnoGotcha Plus installations. Call for recommendations.

AnoGotcha Plus Accessories

Rotate End Cap 180° to easily insert and
remove Gotcha.

Wider profile covers the Gotcha 
completely for a bolder look.

Technical Information

AnoGotcha Plus 
with EconoStand 

Sizes reflect combined laminate and substrate thickness. 

12” 20”

21” 30”

31” 40”

41” 50”

51” 60”

61” 80”

81” 97”

110”

121” 

All AnoGotcha Plus orders are cut to your exact 

AnoGotcha Plus works with substrates, including 

or clear anodized aluminum. 
Custom colors also available; 10,000ft. 
minimum and an up charge may apply.

match most colors. Minimum quantities
apply. Call for pricing. 

Custom colors also available; 10,000ft.
minimum and an up charge may apply.
Call for pricing.

Quick Ship program only applies for certain products and
quantities.  Please ask your Account Manager for details.

AnoGotcha Plus 
12AG500SQ  

inches millimeters points

1/1000” 1/40 mm. 1 pt.

AnoGotcha Plus Substrate Possibilities 

3/32” 2 mm. 80 pt.

Graphic width between 

minimum thickness
equivalent to: 
plastic grocery bag

maximum thickness
equivalent to: 
nickel coin

   
  

      
      

      
     

    
   

 

  
   

 
  

1-800-631-9707

G
raphic H
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Always cut to your exact specifications.

Looking to go green? Gotcha holders 
are now available in an eco-friendly,
polypropylene version. Call for details.

06-5045
QuickClip
Black, silver or clear 

06-6081
AnoGotcha Plus Snap-In 
Wall Hanger
Galvanized steel 

AnoGotcha Plus Snap-In Wall 
Hanger requires special mounting 
instructions.  Call for more information.


